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Rising awareness regarding fitness and

health and adoption of more innovative

and enhanced user engagement fitness

games

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

CANADA, May 16, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The global

interactive fitness market size is

expected to reach USD 7.56 Billion in

2028 and register a revenue CAGR of

8.3% over the forecast period,

according to the latest report by

Emergen Research. Increasing

prevalence of various health issues due to consumption of fast food, hectic work schedules, and

increasing number of individuals indulging in sedentary lifestyle are key factors resulting in focus

on driving awareness regarding fitness and health, which is expected to continue to drive global

interactive fitness market revenue growth during the forecast period.

Interactive Fitness Market

Size – USD 3.96 Billion in

2020, Market Growth – at a

CAGR of 8.3%, Market

Trends – High demand from

North America”

Emergen Research

The detailed market intelligence report on the Interactive

Fitness market applies the best of both primary and

secondary research to weighs upon the competitive

landscape and the prominent market players expected to

dominate the Interactive Fitness market for the forecast

period, 2021 - 2028. The study not only scans through the

company profile of the major vendors but also analyses

their winning strategies to give business owners,

stakeholders and field marketing personnel a competitive

edge over others operating in the same space.

Technological advancements in the interactive fitness industry and steady adoption of wearable

devices to track health and fitness aspects is another key factor supporting revenue growth of

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/interactive-fitness-market


the market. Rising focus on health and adoption of more technologically advanced devices,

equipment, and solutions with more novel and unique features among an increasing consumer

base of tech savvy consumers with increasing disposable income are other factors driving

market revenue growth.

As a result, major market players are investing substantially and focusing on development of

more innovative and user-friendly, as well as more interactive and innovative solutions to bridge

the demand-supply gap. Increasingly easy availability of more innovative products across e-

Commerce platforms and rising preference among an increasing online consumer base due to

convenience and discounts and monetary benefits are other key factors driving market revenue

growth.

You Can Download Free Sample PDF copy of this Report at:

https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-sample/924

This study draws on the evolution of the industry to derive the trends that are being observed. A

significant increase in the global Interactive Fitness market is visible, which promises the

expansion of the market in the coming years.

The main manufacturers covered in this report:

Axtion Technology LLC, Echelon Fitness Multimedia LLC, EGYM Inc., Evervue USA Inc., Motion

Fitness LLC, Nautilus Inc., Nexersys Corp., Paradigm Health and Wellness Inc., Peloton Interactive

Inc., and TECHNOGYM Spa.

Subject of the report:

The study aims to assess different segments, their individual development trends and their

contribution to the growth of the entire industry. In addition, the research provides extensive

data on the most important factors such as drivers, challenges, restrictions and opportunities

and their effects on the growth rate. Most importantly, the market investigation provides

competitive intelligence data from market valuation and helps companies plan their growth

strategies from consumption volume as well as forecast statistics.

Emergen Research has segmented the global interactive fitness market on the basis of type,

application, end use, and region:

Type Outlook (Revenue, USD Million, 2018–2028)

Fitness Equipment

Software System

https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-sample/924


Application Outlook (Revenue, USD Million, 2018–2028)

Gym

Household

End Use Outlook (Revenue, USD Million, 2018–2028)

Non-Residential

Residential

This report shows the main contributing sectors in the industry and describes the niches that

show potential to have an impact on the overall growth of the industry. The key players who

account for a significant portion of the market share were profiled in this report. The research

includes important information drawn after analyzing trends in the market. It includes market

insights that help readers navigate their businesses.

Get Customization At: https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-for-customization/924

The report examines the market position of leading manufacturers and evaluates the strategies

they have adopted to stay competitive. The study also applies qualitative and quantitative

techniques to assess the business and annual financial performance of top providers and

insights from the market leader.

Product research:

An extensive study of the product application and services conducted by subject matter experts

assessing the Interactive Fitness market will help product owners to make a wise decision. From

analysing which products companies should produce, expand to how brands should position

their product the study covers all that business owners require meeting the buyers’

requirement.

Geographically this report examines the key regions focused on product sales, the value, market

share and growth opportunities in these regions can be seen:

United States

Europe

China

https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-for-customization/924


Japan

South East Asia

India

Table of Contents:

Report overview: It contains the goals and scope of the study and gives highlights of the most

important market segments and covers players. It also includes years considered for the study.

Executive Summary: It encompasses industry trends with a high concentration on market use
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market size of product and application, key players and market forecast
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company, products and other company data

Market dynamics: It includes supply chain analysis, analysis of regional marketing, challenges,

opportunities and in the report analyzed drivers.

Appendix: It contains information about research and methodology approach, research

methodology, data sources, study authors and disclaimer
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We are grateful to you for reading our report. If you would like to find more details of the report

or want to find a customization, contact us. You can get detailed information about the entire

research here. If you have any special requests, please let us know and we will offer you the

report as you wish.
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At Emergen Research, we believe in advancing with technology. We are a growing market

research and strategy consulting company with an exhaustive knowledge base of cutting-edge

and potentially market-disrupting technologies that are predicted to become more prevalent in

the coming decade.
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